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Read = View documents

Write = Upload documents

Delete = Remove documents

Default Groups Available:

TempWorks has a few default groups you can utilize. Default group permissions can not be edited but users can be

added or removed from these groups. 

All Access - Can Read/Write/Delete all document types

No Access - Can NOT Read/Write/Delete any document types

Read Only - Can only read (view)  documents

We recommend considering your team members and customizing a few groups based on what they should have



access to. Review your employees and separate them into groups and then create or utilize the default groups to

match the security accordingly. 

For Example: 

1. Admins/HR who should have all access to all documents

2. Managers that have access to most and can delete documents

3. Recruiters/Sales that can upload most document types but can not view docs with sensitive information and

can not delete

Check out Beyond - Managing Security Groups for more information on creating your own groups. 

Add Users To Groups 

Whether you made your own or you've decided to use the TempWorks defaults, you will need to add each of your

users to the correct document type security group to ensure they have the correct permissions. 

1. Find the group you want to add users to

2. Select the   to the right of the group

3. Select the + under the members section (towards the bottom) to add a new user 

4. Type in a user's name or select from the drop down  

5. Select ADD 

http://kb.tempworks.com/help/beyond---managing-service-reps-security


6. Repeat 3 through 5 until all users are added

7. Once all users are added, tap on Submit in the lower right to save your changes
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